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Learning Points  

During the whole  training sessions I have learned  a lot about one  significant word , that is 

word is “Dignity “  . Several times this word was used by the trainers and I understood the 

value of dignity of the people, and I understood how important it is in my work and 

profession.  I decided to work for the  upliftment of the dignity of the people. 

  I have learned about internal decision making and learned how important is sharing 

data and information with other teams and colleagues to achieve common goal of the 

organization .  I learned only “win win situation” help the district missions to achieve 

mission objectives. Now I understood the meaning of what executive director was told at 

roll out workshop about the “win win situation “of districts. 

 Learned about the different kinds of leadership and it will help me to execute it in my 

future professional carrier .Four different kind of leadership I could experience through the 

game and I found that situations in my past professional carrier and I learned to handle that 

type of situations in different way  

 Visit to Amul Diary and Village was an excellent learning process and it motivated me to 

achieve tough goals. Interaction with the villagers gave me a new in sight in my mind and 

helped to know how to win in bad conditions  

 Learned more about different kinds of success stories in social empowerment sector 

and helped me to practice some ideas from that session in my professional carrier  

 Learned more about the values of human being and helped me to look people without a 

judgmental mind  

 Gender based  development session was an excellent session and understood more how 

important is gender equality  in human life and it give an good look into my heart and 

decided to give more priority for gender equality . 

 Evidence based decision making helped me to find  new way of  decision making in my 

professional carrier and it is so good to apply in my social development sector for  help the  

people to find their livelihood options  in a  scientific way. 

 

 

 



Suggestions for future batch training  

Motivation training session wasn’t entertaining one, it need more group games and 

should be interactive one. Sessions was fully filled with theories and three sessions 

continuously allocated. 

Issues in economic empowerment under Kudumbashree session wasn’t a informative 

session because it was a study report presentation and I don’t think it is  new information 

to us . 

Women empowerment session need more time and it is very helpful for the 

professionals to develop gender based development ideology  

Need to add one more day to the schedule and put full day for the rural visit and should 

include more village visit and interactions with farmers and women  

Add more session in sectoral best practice because it helps the professionals to 

understand the success stories and best practices happened in the world and help them to 

adopt some ideas 

More sessions in AHP will be good  for professionals for scientific decision making  

  

Suggestions for improving systems in Kudumbashree / For improving HR 

Management /  Capacity Building  

All Kudumbashree officials including State mission staff, DMC ,ADMC, DPM and Block 

Coordinators should undergone through this kind of training programe  

 Training for the CDS chairpersons and CDS Accountants by the officials who have got training 

from IRMA will help to increase the pace of the work and it accelerate the speed to reach the 

goals .  Confidant officials who got training from IRMA can do this training for the CDS 

chairpersons and CDS Accountants.  

While find the beneficiary for the Micro Enterprises it would have been more better whether  

give more  priority for aptitude and attitude of the entrepreneur. 

 

 How I was benefited  

It was an excellent opportunity for me to know more about  myself through the training 

programme .During the training period  I have got opportunities on several times  to look in to 

myself  and helped me to correct my troubles. 

It’s helped me to understand the dignity of common people  

It’s helped me to find my qualities, strengths and weakness  



It helped me to take decisions in a scientific way and will help me while taking decisions for the 

livelihood development programme for the destitute  

I would like to give some motivation session for my social development team for improving 

their motivation level to achieve our team goal  

Leadership session help me to handle different situations in a new way in future professional 

life. I am sure it will make my professional life easier by use of these scientific leadership skill 

and techniques and I can apply while I am handle different projects at a time. 

More important I have enjoyed and tasted the sweetness of group win and I have understood 

that, it is the only way to achieve mission goal rather than my personal achievement. 

 

  

 

   


